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Abstract

The National Transit Database (NTD) includes comprehensive data on transit organization characteristics, vehicle fleet characteristics, revenues and subsidies, operating and maintenance costs, vehicle fleet reliability and inventory, services consumed and supplied, and safety and security. Some of these data have been used extensively to derive values for transit performance measures and have become the sole source of standardized and comprehensive data for use by all constituencies of the U.S. transit industry. An important application of NTD data has been in trend analysis, which requires multiple years of data. However, accessing NTD data, especially for multiple years, has not been an easy process. One reason is because the data were collected and distributed annually in separate files. This paper introduces a web-based system that integrates over 20 years of NTD data and provides user-friendly tools designed to facilitate the access and analysis of transit performance data.

Introduction

Performance analysis can help transit agencies to more objectively evaluate the performance of their systems, thus allowing them to better identify and prioritize problem areas for management actions (Gan et al. 2004). Whether a system is to be analyzed by looking at its performance trends over the years or by comparing
its performances with those of other peer systems, a pre-requisite to these analyses is that the required data be available. In the United States, the National Transit Database (NTD) is increasingly being used for this performance analysis. Collected and distributed by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), NTD has become the sole source of standardized and comprehensive data for use by all constituencies of the U.S. transit industry (Lyons and Fleischman 1991). NTD includes data on transit organization characteristics, vehicle fleet characteristics, revenues and subsidies, operating and maintenance costs, vehicle fleet reliability and inventory, services consumed and supplied, and safety and security. These data not only provide direct information on the transit systems, but can also be used to derive values for many useful performance measures such as farebox recovery, operating expense per passenger trip served, average speed, etc.

While the majority of the NTD data collected are made available by FTA to the public, access to these data was not easy. This can be attributed to four limitations:

1. NTD data are collected and distributed annually in separate files. To perform a trend analysis for a specific performance measure, one must learn about the file structures, which can vary from one year to another, identify the correct variables from the long list of NTD variables, and manually extract the corresponding data values from the specific files for each of the selected transit systems. For a 10-year trend analysis, for example, this process must be repeated 9 times. The process not only is time-consuming, but also is prone to human errors.

2. NTD data are reported and provided in the most original form while many performance measures must be calculated from the origin data. For example, average speed can be estimated by dividing the total actual revenue miles by the total actual revenue hours. The calculation will become more complicated and time-consuming with when a performance measure involves more than two variables, especially when these variables come from different NTD forms and thus, different files. In addition, the burden is also on the users to be knowledgeable about the correct formula to use and the correct variables to select from the files (Gan et al. 2002).

3. Many NTD variables are reported for individual transit modes and service types (i.e., directly operated or purchased transportation), making it difficult to compare transit performance for the entire agency or state. For example, an analyst may want to know the performance of a transit system without
differentiating between transit vehicles operated directly by the agency itself or by a subcontractor. Similarly, a state official may be interested in statewide transit performance in addition to those of individual transit agencies. Aggregating data is a very time-consuming process, and the user is burdened with using the correct methods of aggregation and selecting the correct variables to use.

4. There was no system that could provide the tools necessary to quickly select the input data and to perform analysis using these data.

This paper describes a web-based system designed to overcome these limitations. It allows the user to focus on the analysis rather than the data preparation and data access. The system is known as the Integrated National Transit Database Analysis System (INTDAS) and is a component program of the Florida Transit Information System (FTIS). The specific development efforts of the INTDAS system involve (1) integrating the NTD data from multiple years to form a single database that allows single access to multiple-year data, (2) developing a set of major performance measures from NTD, (3) aggregating agency-wide and statewide NTD performance data, and (4) developing a user-friendly interface and analysis tools for easy data access and analysis. The remainder of this paper elaborates each of these efforts.

**Data Integration**

As listed in Table 1, the latest NTD data are reported on a set of 21 standard forms covering 7 different reporting areas, referred to as modules in NTD. Among these forms, Forms B-10, B-20, B-30, F-10, F-20, and F-40 are reported for the entire transit agencies, while the other forms are reported for individual transit modes (motorbus, heavy rail, etc.) and/or service types. A service type can be either DO (directly operated), if the service is operated in-house by the transit agency itself, or PT (purchased transportation), if the service is subcontracted out to a service provider(s). When a service is subcontracted out, the NTD data may be reported either by the transit agency or by the subcontractor(s).
Table 1. NTD Reporting Forms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Name</th>
<th>Form Name</th>
<th>Form Title Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic Information</td>
<td>B-10</td>
<td>Transit Agency Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-20</td>
<td>Transit Agency Contacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B-30</td>
<td>Contractual Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>F-10</td>
<td>Sources of Funds—Funds Expended and Funds Earned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-20</td>
<td>Uses of Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-30</td>
<td>Operating Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-40</td>
<td>Operating Expenses Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset</td>
<td>A-10</td>
<td>Stations and Maintenance Facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-20</td>
<td>Transit Way Mileage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-30</td>
<td>Revenue Vehicle Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>S-10</td>
<td>Transit Agency Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S-20</td>
<td>Fixed Guideway Segments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>R-10</td>
<td>Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-20</td>
<td>Maintenance Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-30</td>
<td>Energy Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Funding</td>
<td>FFA-10</td>
<td>Federal Funding Allocation Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and Security</td>
<td>SS-10</td>
<td>Safety and Security Setup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS-20</td>
<td>Ridership Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS-30</td>
<td>Safety Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS-40</td>
<td>Major Incident Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Major Incident Reporting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the perspective of database structure, NTD variables generally can be divided into two categories. The first involves variables that are used to identify the transit agencies and the transit systems (or modes) that they operate. These are herein referred to as the system variables. They include a unique four-digit ID that is used to identify a transit agency, a mode code, and a service type. The second category of variables consists of over 1,000 data attributes that are used to describe the various characteristics associated with each transit agency. They include such variables as service area population, unlinked passenger trips, operating expenses, etc.

Because NTD data are stored and distributed annually on different data files, the first step in the database development process was to combine these data files from different years for each form. Because multiple years of NTD data were inte-
grated into a single data table, a fourth system variable must be added to every
data record to identify the corresponding NTD data year. Combining data from dif-
ferent years was a major undertaking mainly because the NTD data have continued
to evolve over the years, resulting in inconsistent data variables and file structures
from year to year. These data must be reconciled before they could be combined.

Changes to the NTD data over the years have included NTD reporting forms that
were added, dropped, combined, or restructured. In general, data were reconciled
to match the latest version of the NTD forms. The reconciliation process included
rearranging variables from different years, combining variables from multiple
forms, moving variable from one form to another, standardizing inconsistent mode
codes used in various years, standardizing measurement units, etc. Once the data
from different years were reconciled and integrated, they were imported into a
SQL Server database. The current database includes NTD data from 1984 through
2009 for most of the NTD forms and represents the most comprehensive database
available for NTD data.

Performance Measure Development
After the NTD data were integrated, performance measures could be developed
from these data. Below is a list of 20 commonly-used performance measures that
are included in INTDAS (CUTR 2000):

1. **Average Age of Fleet.** This is a service quality measure based on the age of
   the vehicle fleet. It is derived by first multiplying the total number of active
   vehicles of each fleet of the same mode code and service type with their years
   in service (i.e., NTD reporting year subtracted by the year of manufacture),
   then summing up the totals from all fleets. The final number is then obtained
   by dividing this sum by the number of total active vehicles in all fleets. All
   of the variables involved in the calculations come from Form A-30.

2. **Average Fare.** This is an indicator of the average level of fare charged to tran-
sit riders and is calculated as the passenger fare revenues from Form F-10
divided by the total number of unlinked passenger trips from Form S-10.

3. **Average Speed.** This is the average speed of vehicles in revenue service opera-
tion (i.e., not including travel to and from the garage or any other deadhead)
and is calculated by dividing the total actual vehicle (for non-rail modes) or
train (for rail modes) revenue miles by the total actual vehicle/train revenue
hours. Both of the variables come from Form S-10.
4. **Average Headway (in minutes).** This is an important measure of service frequency. It is computed by first dividing the total directional route mileage from Form S-10 by the system’s calculated average speed, as defined above, to obtain an estimate of the number of hours it takes to traverse the entire system's total route miles. This time (in hours) is then divided by the system's average weekday total vehicles from Form S-10 to determine the amount of time in hours it takes for a vehicle to complete its portion of the total route miles, one time. The resulting time is then multiplied by 60 for conversion from hours to minutes.

5. **Average Trip Length.** This is the average trip length for all passenger boardings and is calculated as the total passenger miles divided by the total unlinked passenger trips. Both variables come from Form S-10.

6. **Farebox Recovery.** This is an indicator of the share of the total operating costs that is covered by the passenger fares. It is calculated by dividing the passenger fare revenues from Form F-10 by the total modal (operating) expenses from Form F-30. The resulting number is multiplied by 100 to express the share as a percent.

7. **Operating Expense per Peak Vehicle.** This is a measure of the resources required per vehicle to have one vehicle in operation for a year. It is calculated as the total modal expenses from Form F-30 divided by the number of vehicles operated in maximum service (i.e., peak vehicle) from Form S-10.

8. **Operating Expense per Passenger Trip.** This is a key indicator of the cost efficiency of transporting riders and is calculated as the total modal expenses from Form F-30 divided by the total unlinked passenger trips from Form S-10.

9. **Operating Expense per Revenue Hour.** This is a measure of the cost efficiency with which service is delivered. It is calculated as the total modal expenses from Form F-30 divided by the total actual vehicle or train revenue hours from Form S-10.

10. **Operating Revenue per Operating Expense.** This is a measure of how much the total operating expenses are covered by the total operating revenues, which include both directly generated fare and non-fare revenues. It is calculated as the ratio of the total operating revenue (including passenger fares, special transit fares, school bus service revenues, freight tariffs, charter service revenues, auxiliary transportation revenues, subsidy from other
sectors of operations, and non transportation revenues) reported in Form F-10 and the total modal expenses from Form F-30.

11. Passenger Trips Per Service Area Capita. This is a measure of the extent to which the public utilizes transit in a given service area and is calculated by dividing the unlinked passenger trips from Form S-10 with the total population living in the transit service area from Form B-10. The total service area population is usually taken as the sum of all population living within 0.75 mile of transit routes. However, because the number is reported for all modes operated by an agency, agencies that operate a demand response mode in a county may report the entire county population, making the measure difficult to compare across different modes and/or agencies. Accordingly, this measure should only be applied within an agency for comparisons across different years, i.e., trend analysis.

12. Passenger Trips per Revenue Hour. This is a key indicator of service effectiveness that is influenced by the levels of demand and the supply of service provided and is calculated by dividing the total unlinked passenger trips from Form S-10 with the total actual vehicle or train revenue hours, also from Form S-10.

13. Revenue Miles per Vehicle Mile. This is a measure that reflects how much of the total vehicle operation is in passenger service. It is calculated as the total actual revenue in vehicle/train miles divided by the total actual vehicle or train miles. All variables come from Form S-10.

14. Revenue Miles between Failures. This is an indicator of the average frequency of delays due to a problem with the equipment and is calculated as the total actual vehicle or train revenue miles from Form S-10 divided by the total revenue vehicle system failures from Form R-20.

15. Revenue Miles per (Total) Vehicle. This is measure of the level of vehicle utilization in terms of total revenue miles driven. It is calculated as the total actual vehicle or train revenue miles divided by the total vehicles available for maximum service. All variables come from Form S-10.

16. Revenue House per (Total) Vehicle. This is a measure of the level of vehicle utilization in terms of total revenue hours driven. It is calculated as the total actual vehicle or train revenue hours divided by the total vehicles available for maximum service. All variables come from Form S-10.
17. Revenue Hours per Employee. This is a measure of the overall labor productivity and is calculated as the ratio of the total actual vehicle/train revenue hours of service from Form S-10 and the total full-time employees from Form R-10.

18. Spare Ratio. This is an indicator of the level of spare vehicles available for service. It is calculated as the difference between vehicles operated in maximum service and vehicles available for maximum service, divided by vehicles operated in maximum service. Both variables come from Form S-10.

19. Vehicle Miles per Gallon or Kilowatt-Hour. This is an efficiency measure of energy utilization and is calculated as the total actual vehicle or train miles from Form S-10 divided by the total gallons or kilowatt-hour consumed from Form R-30.

20. Weekday Span of Service. This measure reports the number of hours that transit service is provided on a representative weekday. It is determined by calculating the number of hours between the average weekday time service begins and time service ends reported on Form S-10.

The values for these performance measures are pre-calculated and stored in the system, and can be quickly retrieved by the users for performance analysis.

Aggregated Performance Measures
Performance analysis does not necessarily have to be performed at the transit system level. Measures also can be compared at the state, regional, national, or any other geographic level of interest. For example, a state Department of Transportation (DOT) may be interested in comparing its statewide performance with the other peer states. For such comparisons, data collected at the transit system level must be aggregated to the specific level of interest. The system currently provides the aggregated performance measures for: (1) both service types combined, (2) all modes combined, (3) all rail modes combined, (4) all non-rail modes combined, (5) all fixed-route modes combined, (6) all transit systems within a state combined (i.e., statewide), and (6) all combinations of the above aggregates.

For illustration purposes, assume that a transit agency operates two modes, A and B. If a performance measure involves two variables, V1 and V2, and the formula for the performance measure calculation is V1/ V2, the aggregated value for both modes will be calculated as (V1A + V1B) / (V2A + V2B). It is obvious that one major issue with such aggregation has to do with the treatment for missing and incorrect
values. A missing or incorrect value for one of the transit systems involved in the aggregation will have a direct impact on the final aggregated value.

In the case of a missing value, no aggregated values will be calculated when there is a missing value. This rule is applied on the basis that it is better to provide no data than to provide inaccurate or wrong data. A missing value simply could be because the number was not reported by the agency, or the agency is not required to report for a specific mode or service type. For example, for Revenue Hours per Employee, the measure is not calculated for the combined service types (i.e., DO + PT) because reporting of employee information is not required for purchased transportation.

In the case of potentially incorrect data, the detection is more difficult, as it is generally more difficult to look at a value and be able to tell if it is incorrect. However, an incorrect value is likely to be identified more easily after it is used in a formula. For example, an incorrect low value reported for the total actual revenue hours will cause the average speed to fall outside the normal speed range, e.g., a bus system with an average speed of over 80 mph. To further detect incorrect data, a major effort was taken to examine each calculated value by visually identifying sudden changes in the annual data trend. For example, it will be quite unlikely for a system to have its average speed jump by 10 mph from one year to another. Fortunately, INTDAS provides an interactive charting function (described in the next section) that can greatly facilitate this task. All calculated values that were deemed suspicious were subsequently removed from the database.

User Interface and Functionalities
This section introduces the functionalities of INTDAS via three case applications. The system is freely accessible at http://www.ftis.org/intdas.html upon user registration. The use of the web platform for the system not only facilitates user access, but also allows the developers to update the system quickly and as frequently as needed.

Case Application 1: Quick Information Lookup for Known Agencies
In this case application, the user would simply like to look up information for two major bus systems, the Miami-Dade Transit (MDT) and Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA), located in the Southeast region of the United States. The user has registered to access the system, so she can quickly log on to the system using her assigned password. Upon entering the system, the user is
first shown the main screen in Figure 1. On this screen, INTDAS selects the latest six years of NTD data, by default, for all individual transit modes, and all individual service types. The user can, however, choose to retrieve any years of data between 1984 and 2009 for any specific modes and service types.

![Figure 1. Screen for selecting transit systems](image)

To select the two transit systems, the user clicks to select Florida and Georgia on the Select States list box to quickly shortlist the number of transit systems to only those in Florida and Georgia. The shortlisted systems are displayed in the Select Systems list box. The user then can identify the desired systems from the shortlist simply by clicking on the agency names. Selected transit systems are listed in the Selected Systems list box. Once the transit systems of interest are selected, data can be retrieved and displayed either on the NTD forms or on some pre-defined standard reports by clicking the Forms and Reports buttons, respectively, at the bottom right of the screen. Figure 2 displays some service related data on the top portion of the S-10 form. Figure 3 shows a standard report that includes six years of trend data for MDT for a set of efficiency measures. The user can click on any...
of the list boxes to get the same trend table for other system combinations, e.g., a directly operated heavy rail system for MARTA.

Figure 2. Retrieved data displayed on an emulated NTD form

Figure 3. Retrieved data displayed on a standard report
Case Application 2: Quick Information Lookup for Unknown Agencies

Unlike the previous application, the user in this application is not looking for information for some specific systems in mind, but any systems that meet a specific profile. In this case, the user would apply the query capability of the system by clicking the Queries tab on the main screen to open the screen shown in Figure 4. This screen provides the user with a user-friendly query editor to quickly construct SQL (Structured Query Language) queries. The top half of the query screen allows the user to specify the data years, states, mode codes, and service types. The bottom half of the screen allows the user to construct SQL query conditions that help to narrow down the system selection.

Figure 4. System selection by query

To add a query condition, the user first enters a keyword to narrow down the list of data variables. The user then clicks to select a variable from the variable list box and send it to the Query Editor box. A set of buttons are provided for selecting such common operators as “=” or “>=”. Using a combination of the variable list, the math operator buttons, and the keyboard, the user can construct a series of SQL conditions. For example, the query shown in the Query Editor box in Figure 4 is to
retrieve all directly operated (i.e., “DO”) bus transit systems (i.e., “MB”) in 2009 that operate a fleet size between 50 and 100 motorbus vehicles.

Once a query is constructed, the user clicks on the Run Query button to run the query to find transit systems that meet the query conditions. The output transit systems are listed in the Selected Systems list box. The user then looks up the information for these systems, as in the previous application, by clicking on the Forms or Reports button.

**Case Application 3: Peer Selection and Comparisons**

In this case application, the user is a transit planner from MDT who is interested in comparing the performances of MDT’s bus system with those of its peer systems. As a first step of the analysis, the user needs to identify peer systems that are deemed comparable to MDT. To do so, the user first clicks the Peers tab on the main screen to open the screen shown in Figure 5. The screen allows the user to choose between two peer selection methods: TCRP or FTIS. The FTIS method was implemented prior to the development of the new TCRP method and is expected to be phased out. By default, the TCRP method, developed as part of the Transit Cooperation Research Program (TCRP) Project G-11 (Ryus et al. 2010), is selected.

![Figure 5. Peer selection input screen](image_url)
The input screen for the TCRP method allows the user to first select Florida to shortlist the transit systems and then selects “Miami-Dade Transit” from the shortlist. The user can then choose to select peer systems based on agency-wide or mode-specific mode statistics for peer variables. In this application, the mode-specific option based on bus transit system (MB) is selected. The user then selects the data year for peer selection variables and the data source for the population size of the urban area in which the MDT is located. Next, the user selects the data year. As of the writing of this paper, only the 2006 data are available in the system for this peer selection method. Lastly, the user selects the data source for urban population. By default, the urbanized area (UZA) population from the American Community Survey (ACS) is used. However, the user may enter another population size. This allows the user to test different “what if” population scenarios. Once all of these inputs are specified, the user clicks the Find Peers button to search for peer systems based on their likeness scores, which are calculated from 3 screening factors and up to 14 peer grouping factors.

The three screening factors are whether an agency operates a rail system, only a rail system(s), and/or a heavy rail system. These variables ensure that potential peers operate a similar mix of modes as MDT. The peer grouping factors are used to determine which potential peer agencies are most similar to MDT in terms of service characteristics (e.g., vehicle miles operated, annual operating budget) and urban area characteristics (e.g., population density, percent low income). Based on these factors, a total likeness score is calculated for each potential peer system, as follows (Ryus et al. 2010):

\[
\text{Total likeness score} = \frac{\text{Sum (screening factor scores)}}{\text{Count (peer grouping factors)}} + \frac{\text{Sum (peer grouping scores)}}{\text{Count (peer grouping factors)}}
\]

Based on this equation, the lower the score of a potential peer system, the more similar it is to MDT. Figure 6 shows the output screen, which lists all potential agencies from the lowest to the highest scores. In general, a total likeness score under 0.50 indicates a good match, between 0.50 and 0.74 represents a satisfactory match, and between 0.75 and 0.99 represents a potential match that may be used with additional investigation to determine major differences that may make them unsuitable. Scores beyond 0.99 are considered undesirable. Readers are referred to TCRP Report 141 for details on the peer selection process implemented in INTDAS (Ryus et al. 2010).
Figure 6. Peer output screen

Figure 6 also shows that the user can select the desired peer systems and then click the Save Peers button to save the peer systems for later use as a peer group. By default, the five most similar systems are selected. The user may, however, select any number of desired peer systems by checking the box in front of each listed system. The user then enters a group name for the set of peer systems selected to save. After the systems are saved, the user clicks on the Select Groups button to open the screen shown in Figure 7. This screen can also be opened by clicking the Groups tab on the main screen directly. On this screen, the user selects the peer systems she just saved by clicking on the group name. The saved peer systems in the group are displayed in the Select Systems window. The user can then select the peer systems by clicking the All buttons or clicking on the specific systems. The user then clicks on the Tables button to select the calculated performance variables as described above. This opens the screen shown in Figure 8, which allows the user to select specific data variables for retrieval and analysis.
Figure 7. Screen for selecting saved peer groups

Figure 8. Screen for selecting data variables
INTDAS provides the following two selection options for variable selection:

1. Variable selection by list: This option allows the user to enter a keyword, or partial keyword, to search for variables that match the keyword. All variables that match the keyword are listed in the list box, as shown in Figure 8.

2. Variable Selection by NTD form: The second option for variable selection is through the emulated NTD forms. To select a variable, the user first selects the appropriate NTD form and then clicks on a check box to select a specific variable. Figure 9 shows that the users selected the total modal operating expenses on Form F-30.

![Figure 9. Selecting variables from NTD forms](image-url)
Once the variables of interest are specified, the data for the selected systems can be retrieved and displayed in a Flat Table, Cross Table, or Chart. Figure 10 shows an example of a flat table. It can be seen that the tenth column gives the total operating expenses after they are adjusted for inflation. The adjusted values could be quickly calculated in INTDAS by applying the Inflation function and specifying a target year to adjust to.

![Figure 10. Retrieved data displayed in a flat table](image)

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the tabulated data with multiple systems and multiple years are somewhat difficult to read. As such, INTDAS provides the ability to generate cross-table view that is cross-classified by two system variables at a time. Figure 11 shows such an example. The figure shows six years of average speeds for MDT and its five selected peer systems. The five list boxes on top of the cross-table screen allow the variables to be selected in different manners. The first two list boxes define the row and column variables, respectively, while the third and fourth list boxes list all of the possible data items for each of the remaining two system variables. The last list box lists all of the data attributes selected for analysis. The value for the selected data attribute is displayed on the cross table shown under the list box. The cross table is immediately updated as soon as a change occurs in any of the list boxes; this allows different data combinations to be examined quickly.
Figure 11. Retrieved data displayed in a cross table

Instead of displaying data in a cross table, the user may also choose to display the data graphically, as shown in Figure 12. In this example, the user can quickly examine 25 years of average speed trends for MDT and compare them with those of the peer systems. Similar to the cross table, the plot is also refreshed immediately after any of the variables in the list boxes are changed, allowing the user to plot charts of all possible variable combinations.

Figure 12. Retrieved data displayed in a chart
Summary and Further Developments

The National Transit Database (NTD) is an important database for the transit industry. These NTD data, however, were not easily accessible. Using three case applications, this paper described a web-based system designed to facilitate the retrieval and analysis of NTD data. The system is useful for both practitioners and researchers who use the NTD data to improve transit performance and services. The system provides user-friendly functions that allow multiple years of NTD data to be quickly retrieved and analyzed for multiple transit systems. The data retrieval functions allow the user to quickly select transit systems and NTD variables of interest, retrieve data for the selected systems and variables, and display the data in forms, tables, charts, and reports. The system also includes a peer selection process that allows one to quickly identify peer systems for peer comparisons.

The development of INTDAS remains an ongoing process. The original NTD data and the calculated performance measures will continue to be added to the system annually. While the system is quite user-friendly, an online web training system is being developed to help the users get started quickly and allow them to use the system more effectively. Current planned activities include the addition of rural NTD data, where were first collected in 2006, and the research and implementation of data mining tools to discover patterns and relationships from the vast amount of NTD data collected over the years.
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